
In the name of Allah, The Beneficent, The Merciful 

The National Supreme Court 

Criminal Department 
 

Number: M.A/Second/47/2011       Date: 11/9/2011 

 

Trial of: Hussein Mohammed Suleiman Baliha 

 

To: Mr. Shoaib Abu Baker Musa/Lawyer/Port Sudan 

C/O Mr. Head of Notification Office – Port Sudan 

 

With reference to the application presented by you on 24/8/2011 on behalf of the above 

mentioned convict that we have received from the Appeal Court of Port Sudan on 15/6/2011, we 

would like to let you know of the decision of the Supreme Court has been issued on 22/8/2011, 

and when the application was presented to the Honourable Mr. Vice Head of the Judiciary, he 

ordered the following: 

 

1. The application shall be filed because it post-dated the judgment 

2. The applicant shall be notified with a copy of the judgment. 

 

Enclosed is a copy of the judgment of the Criminal division from the National Supreme Court for 

your reference, kindly acknowledge reception of the same! 

 

We thank you! 

 

(Signature) 

Gassim Seid Ahmed Al Saeed 

On behalf of/ Chief Supervisor at the National Supreme Court 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



In the name of Allah, The Beneficent, The Merciful 

       

Honourable Judges: 

Mr. Mohammed Hamed Abu Sin … Chairman of the bench 

                     Mr. Mahjoob Al Ameen Al Faki … Member 

       Mr. Al Rasheed Al Toum Mohammed Kheir … Member 

(Unclear)…… 

 

 

    Number: M.A/Second/47/2011 

 

The Decision: 

 

On the case Number: M.A/Second/47/2011, the Port Sudan Al Awsat General Court convicted 

the above mentioned Mr. Hassan Mohammed Suliman Baliha under article number 45/B/ of the 

Child Act of 2010, with a penalty of 20 years of imprisonment as of the date he was brought into 

custody on 1/11/2010 and a fine of (200) Two hundred Pounds or imprisonment for a period of 

one month. 

 

The convict filed an appeal claim through his lawyer to the appeal court of the Red Sea which 

issued her judgment number M.A./A.S.J./140/2011 to reject the appeal and to forward the trial 

documents to the National Supreme Court for approval of the sentence according to article 1.1 of 

the Criminal Procedure Act, and the trial documents have been forwarded to the Supreme Court 

to approve; and consequently this Bench has been formed under article 181 of the Criminal 

Procedure Act to approve of the issued sentence or otherwise. 

 

The facts of the case are summarized by the appeal court in that the victim whose father is 

working in Suria and has married another woman after divorcing her mother, who in turn 

remarried, the girl left home and met a friend who led her to the house of a woman named Aliza 

and who sells bootlegged liquor, where she met the convict when she ran into a confrontation 

with a young men, and the convict interfered and solved the problem. Consequently, they used to 

meet regularly at the house of Aliza; these meetings gradually turned into a love relationship and 

the accused called her mother requesting her daughter’s hand in marriage, and the mother 

refused and to put an end to their relationship; the mother sent her daughter to Khartoum, but the 

daughter returned and stayed at the convict’s home, and sexual intercourse between the two of 

them became a regular act. When the mother became aware of the relationship, she filed this 

claim against the accused who was caught in turn and the daughter was sent for medical 

examination, where the medical report stated that the girl is still a virgin and no recent sexual 

intercourse had been detected. 

 

The claim was presented to the mentioned criminal court which passed the judgment endorsed by 

the preliminary Court that in turn forwarded the sentence to the supreme court for endorsement, 

where this Bench was formalized to endorse and approve of the sentence or otherwise, according 

to article (181) of the Criminal Procedure Act for endorsement. I am of the following opinion:  

 

First: As stated by the questioner to ask the second question as long as the verdict was under 

article 45/B of the Child Act, whereas the court indicted the accused under article 149 of the 

Criminal Act, was the victim a minor when the accused had a sexual relationship with her in the 

manner of married couples? In the case that she gave no consent to the sexual act, should the 

case be filed under the Child’s Act? 

 

 



The victim was sent to the medical board to estimate her age where it was stated on exhibit 

number (2) of the prosecution issued on 19/8/2010 (Huda Hamdan Hassan Hamdan, after 

examination and Dental X-Rays she is born on 1 January 1996.) 

 

The appeal court established that the incident (sexual acts) was 5 months pre-date to the capture 

of the couple on 16/8/2010 as was stated by the convict and established that the act occurred 

while the victim was 14 years old, while the report of the Court of First Instance stated that the 

sexual act occurred while the victim was only 14 years, 7 months and 19 days old and 

referencing the statement of the head of the Medical Board as a defence witness. It is defined 

from his statements on page (11) that the method applied is the estimation of age, which does not 

substitute the real age; and he goes on to say that there might be an age difference of at least one 

year between the real age and the estimated age; that is, the method applied for age estimation is 

not accurate. On the other hand, it is stated on the investigation report that she is (15) years old, a 

statement that was supported by her mother at the time when filing the case, therefore a doubt is 

in effect as to: “When did the accused have a sexual intercourse with the victim?” It is a well-

known fact that the age of puberty has been defined by article (3), but not defined by the Child 

Act, and the definition of adulthood is defined under article (3) as: “adulthood means that a 

person is established to have reached adulthood by the conclusive natural signs and has reached 

15 years of age…”). Here, the medical report failed to observe and examine the conclusive 

natural signs of adulthood on the victim or the mergence of these signs on the girl who only 

underwent the X-Ray examination, although she and her mother both stated that she is 15 years 

of age, which raises a serious doubt on whether or not she had reached the age of puberty, 

according to the legal standards, not to mention that the legal standards is the one deemed to 

apply, for the Islamic Sharia’ doctrine and law is the basis of all laws and her doctrines in case of 

dispute with any man-made laws should prevail above all as stated in the act of the 

interpretations of laws. 

 

As there is a doubt as to whether the victim has reached the age of puberty, it should be 

interpreted in the accused’s favour and regard the mentioned victim as of age, adult and with her 

consent. 

 

Second: The mentioned girl ran away from her applicant mother after losing the guardianship of 

her father who divorced the mother, left the country and remarried. So the mother in turn 

remarried, but the girl did not find the proper supervision and care from her step-father, and, 

therefore, ran away from home at a teen age, only to meet a friend who provided her with a home 

with a liquor seller which subjected her to face continual harassments from drunks, and which 

resulted in meeting the convict in whose care she found the protection she so desired; and they 

fell in love and she consented to go to bed with him and have sexual intercourse a number of 

times; and it could be deduced from that that she has reached the age of puberty, and therefore 

she has committed the crime of adultery. 

 

Third: The indictment should have been in accordance with article (146) of the Criminal Code. 

The accused did not protect her because she was thought to be a victimized child according to 

the claim filed by her mother against the accused, while she – the mother – failed in her duty to 

take care of and safeguard her daughter in the absence of her father, and in turn remarried 

herself, and became, as the poet Ahmed Showqi said: 

 

The orphan is not he whose parents are deceased - The toils of life, left him in misery,  

But he then found a substitute for them - The world and time their wisdom teaching him.  

The orphan is the one whose parents are Alive and yet repulse and neglect him. 

 



Fourth: In the end, by the power invested on us according to article 185 of the Criminal 

Procedural Act, I am of the opinion to revise the sentence under article (146) of the Criminal 

Code: to revise the sentence to a hundred lashes and to alienate him for a period of one year for 

admitting to the crime of adultery. 

 

(Signature) 

Al Rasheed Al Toum Mohammed Kheir 

Judge of the Supreme Court 

9/8/2011 

 

I agree and add to return the documents to the court of the first instance to specify the location of 

alienation. 

 

 (Signature) 

Jamilah Ali Hamed Al Haj 

Judge of the Supreme Court 

7/5/2015 

 

I agree and elaborate that the court should request from the applicant exactly how she defines 

suitability and she possess of qualities that balance her against the respondent and to oblige her 

under article 166/2 of the personal status act. 

 

  

(Signature) 

Mahjoob Al Ameen Al Faki 

Judge of the Supreme Court 

10/8/2011 

 

 

I agree with what was stated on the first opinion and with the additional opinion because that is 

what has been agreed upon. 

 

(Signature) 

Mohammed Hamed Abu Sin 

Vice Deputy of the Judiciary 

22/8/2011 

 

Final Order: 

 

1. We modify the indictment to article 146 of the criminal act. 

2. To adjust the penalty to one hundred lashes HAAD and alienate for a period of one year. 

3. To return the documents to the court of the first instance to determine the proper place of 

alienation. 

 

 (Signature) 

Mohammed Hamed Abu Sin 

Deputy Head of the Judiciary 

Head of the Bench 

22/8/2011 

 


